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Michigan has far-outdistanced all other states in 
the production of red tart cherries. Fifty to eighty-five 
percent of the nation's production has come from 
Michigan for the past five years (1964-1968). During 
this period , the value of production to Michigan's 
growers has ranged from 12 to 30 million dollars per 
year. 

This bulletin is one of a series of publications 
designed to assemble available information on 
mechanical harvesting and chandling of cherries into 
a compact and useable form for both growers and 
processors. 

More than 600 Michigan cherry growers will use 
harvesting machin es on the 1969 crop. If the harvest 
is of normal size, these machines will probably har
vest more than 80 percent of the state's red tart cher
ries (Only 3 percent were harvested mechanically in 
1964.) Quality of the finished canned or frozen prod
uct will largely depend on how quickly the cherries 
are cooled and how they are handled during the 
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"holding period" -the time b etween harvest and 
processing. 

The most practical method to properly handle 
machine-harvested cherries during the critical holding 
period is to use cold water-filled standard measure
ment tanks having a capacity of abou t 25 cubic feet 
(1188 lbs. ) of fruit. Cooling the cherries quickly and 
holding them in water at temperatures of 60 0 F or 
below helps prevent scald , facilitates pitting, and in
creases finished product yield. Quick cooling also 
reduces loss of weight which would otherwise penalize 
the grower. The economic advantages of proper han
dling are so great that processors should insist that the 
best methods be used. 

The conditions under which tank-handled cherries 
should b e held can best b e maintained at orchard 
cooling stations-places at which cherries are quickly 
cooled and held in running water for periods up to 
eight hours. Such facilities usually consist of a con
crete slab, an abundant supply of water and a means 
of disposing of the overflow water . 

This publication provid es basic information which 
will hclp growers plan , constru ct , and operate orchard 
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cooling stations to maintain product yicld and quality 
and benefit the industry by providing quality fruit for 
processors. 

Although cooling stations have becn constructed by 
growers who machine-harvest, all water-handled cher
ries benefit by quick cooling and should, therefore, be 
held at a cooling station regardless of how harvested. 

ESTIMATING NEEDED CAPACITY 

The capacity of a particular unit should be based 
on the number of tanks that are to be handled in a 
24-hour period and the delivery schedule that is to be 
maintained. A "rule of thumb" that many growers 
use suggests that space should be available for about 
70 percent of the day's harvest. Growers who operate 
one mechanical harvester, work only during the day, 
and expect to harvest 30 tanks of cherries (approxi
mately 750 cubic feet or 18 tons) should provide space 
for about 20 tanks. When the station begins to fill up, 
the tanks which were filled first can be scheduled and 
dispatched to the processor. This will leave room for 
the balance of the harvest, which could b e scheduled 
into the processing plant during the late afternoon or 
evening. The space required for larger or smaller 
operations can be calculated in the same way-at 70 
percent of the estimated total day's harvest. Cherry 
processing research shows that for best results this 
fruit should not b e "soaked" for less than 4 hours or 
more than 8 hours . Delivery schedules and cooling 
station capacity should be planned accordin gly. 

Some growers prefer to provide space for enough 
tanks to hold all of the cherries that are to be harvested 
in one day. Doing so allows the grower some cushion 
to rely on, should an emergency arise which might 
disrupt the scheduling arrangement between the 
grower and processor. In case of a temporary break
down at the processing plant, an entire day's harvest 
could be held through the night and delivered the 
next morning. Growers should realize, however, that 
while a long soak may provide the solution to a tem
porary emergency, the practice is not recommended. 
Soaking cherries more than 8 hours t cnds to bleach-out 
color and cause the fruit to develop scald and lose 
weight. This means lower grad es and diminished 
returns. 

Growers who operate their harvcsting cquipment 
at night as well as during the day normall y makc more 
delivcries, and might, therefore, b e able to handle their 
tonnage with a station having a capacity of 50 percent 
of the 2-!-hour harves t. However, somc space in addi
tioll to a \ erage needs, for use in emergencies, is well 
worth the added cos t. 
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CHOOSING THE SITE 

The cooling station should be located close to the 
orchard where the cherries are produced. If several 
orchards are involved, a central location should be 
selected. 

The cooling station must be readily accessible by 
an all-weather road which will carry heavy duty trucks 
used for moving the tanks. 

A double-row station which will accommodate 20 
tanks should be located on a relatively level area ap
proximately 50 feet by 50 feet, with enough slope to 
quickly drain off surface water. An area of this size 
provides room to load and unload transport trucks, and 
to maneuver the lift equipment used in handling tanks. 
Since lift -trucks are used a great deal directly in front 
of the cooling pad, serious consideration should be 
given to an all-weather surface for this area-either 
washed-rock, asphalt, or concrete. If production is 
likely to increase, ample space for expansion should 
be provided. 

MAKING THE PLAN 

The effectiveness of the cooling station is largely 
dependent upon its design and volume handled. There 
are several possible designs that should be considered 
before a specific plan is selected. 

The single row station provides space for only one 
row of tanks. This is probably the simplest layout, 
and since all of the tanks can b e moved in and out of 
position from one side, the other side can be used 
for water disposal. 

The double row station provides space for two 
rows of tanks and should be accessible from both 
sides. Growers who have a suitable site and a con
siderable volume of fruit may prefer this design. 

The dual purpose cooling station and storage shed 
serves as a cherry cooling area during the harvest 
season , after which the space can be used for a work
shop or storage. In this case, the station is usually 
drained down the middle and covered by a clear span 
building. Growers who need both a cooling station 
and a storage building may wish to considcr this type 
of unit. In some cases, existing storage buildings can 
be converted to coolin g stations. 

Existing concrete slabs can sometimes be used to 
advantage . Some growers have hard surfaced areas 
in the farm yard which can b e used as cooling stations 
d urin g the cherry harvcs ting season. Using an existing 
fa cility saves the cost of constructing a new one, and 
in some instances the results are quite satisfactory. 



CONSTRUCTION 

The construction details which follow are based 
on the assumption that Standard iVleasurement Tanks 
will be used (Fig. 1 ). The Standard Measurement 
Tank was developed by a committee of growers, 
processors, manufacturers, and researchers. It is 
recomm ended that the cooling water be introduced 
by means of an L-shaped piece of conduit into which 
slots have been cut. This introduces cold water at the 
bottom of the tank, allows it to circulate through the 
fruit and overflow at the top, carrying with it dirt, 
stems , leaves, and heat. Such a pipe (Fig. 1) can be 
kept at the cooling station and placed in the tanks 
prior to filling with cherries. 

As already stated, growers who operate one 
mechanical harvester and harvest only during the day 
should provide space for about 20 tanks. Since a 
20-tank station will provide sufficient space for the 
majority of growers, the construction of this size unit 
will b e discussed. 

For an operation of this size, the double-row 
cooling station is most practical. Concrete pad climen
sions should be 11 feet, 4 inches by 40 feet (Fig. 2). 
This provides 60 in ches of front-to-back space, plus a 
16-inch gutter for waste water, with 48-inches of width 
for each Standard Measurement Tank. 

A 4-inch concrc te slab is adequate if fork lift equip
ment is not operated on the pad. Since the stations 
will b e exposed to low winter temperatures, 6-inch 
by 6-inch #10 wire mesh reinforcing should be used 
to prevent separation at construction joints. 

When ready-mixed concrete is used, growers 
should specify six bags of cement per cubic yard of 
concrete, I-inch maximum, coarse aggregate, 6 gallons 
of water per bag of cenlent, and a stiff consistency 
with a maximum 3-inch slump tes t. vVhen site-mixed 
concrete is used, coarse and fine graded aggregate 
should be blended with water and ccment in the fol
lowing proportions: mix 21;4 cu. ft. of fine aggregate, 
3 cu. ft. of coarse aggregate, and 6 gallons of water for 
each bag of cement. 

Figure 2. shows dimensions and details of the cool
ing station. Adequate drainage is essential, and proper 
sloping is important. 

WATER SUPPLY 

Processors usually in sist that . growers cool their 
water-handl ed chcrries to 60 0 F or less before they 
are delivered to the plant. Time rcquired to cool the 
fruit dep ends upon initi al fruit temperature and tem
perature of the water used. The temperature of the 
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water in most i\Ii chigan wells rangcs from 48 ° to 
54 ° F. If cold water is pumped through warm cher
ries, the temperature of the fruit is reduced. For 
example, 50 0 F water, which flows at the rate of 10 
gallons p er minute ( g.p.m. ) for <lpproximately 25 
minutes, will cool a tank con taining 25 cubic feet of 
cherries from 80 0 to 60 0 F. 

But, if the temperature of the water is significantly 
higher than that provided by most i\Iichigan \vells, a 
greater volumc of water will be needccl , or a means of 
cooling the water with ice or mcchanical refrig eration. 

When calculating the water supply needed at a 
given station , it should be remembered that while 
initial coolin g requires approxi mately 10 g.p.m., 
2 g.p.m. will maintain th e temperature during the 
"holding period." The total amount of water necessary 
can be calculated by multiplyin g the Humber of tanks 
to be cooled at one time by 10 (g.p.m.) and adding 
2 (g.p.m.) for each of th e tanks to be held at anyone 
time. This would mean that a 2.0-tank station, at 
which three tanks were b eing cooled and 17 tanks 
were b eing held, would require a lTJaximum of 64 
g.p .m. (3 X 10 plus 17 X 2. or a total of 64). In cal
culating total needs , a reasonable allowance should be 
added for water that is to be used in fillin g the empty 
tanks b efore they arc sent to thc orchard. 

Growers who plan to usc water from existing wells 
should make sure that the supply is adeq uate. A quick 
check can be made by measuring the amount of water 
produ ced during a 10-minutc trial l'llll , during which 
the pump is operated at its full capacity. If the check 
shows that the supply is inadequate, an experi enced 
well-driller should be consulted. \Vells and pumps 
vary considerably in their watcr yieldin g capacity
a 2.-inch well may yie ld from 3 to 1.5 g.p.m.; a 3-.inch 
well from 3 to .'30 g.p. Il1. ; a 4-inch well, .'3 to 7.5 g.p.In.; 
and a 6-inch 'vvell from .'3 to 120 g. p.m. \ iVhen a new 
well is anticipated , cOlltact the well co mpan y 6 months 
to a year in advance to insure an adequate water sup
ply during the harvest season. Th e wcll-driller shou ld 
b e able to suggest a pump-well co m h i nation which 
will fulfill your requirements. 

WATER DISTRIBUTION 

The cooling station should be equipped with a 
sys tem of pipes and hoses by which th e necessary 
amount of water can be conveyed to each of th e tanks . 
An overhead "main" running the length of the station , 
with outlets for each tank, is simpl e and efFective. 
\ iVhen the water is pumped directly from the well 
into the main , it shl)uld he pro\'id ed with a pressure 
shut-off or reli ef valve, which will prevent c\:ccssive 
pressure builcl-up. Each tank olltlet should be 



NOTES' I BASE DESIGN 
(a) FORK LIFT HANDLING INCLUDING ROTARY HEAD 

1 FORWARD BUMPING 
(b) INTERLOCKING WITH TOP TO ALLOW VERTICAL 

STACKING 
(e) REDUCE DIRT COLLECTION a PROVIDE EASE OF 

WASHING AND HOSING. 
(d) CONTINUOUS SURFACE ON FOUR SIDES TO PERMIT 

MOVEMENT ON HORIZONTAL CONVEYOR 
(0) MINIMUM SURFACE CONTACT IN SINGLE PLANE. 4 fl .2 
(0 FOUR WAY ENTRY (TWO WAY OPTIONAL) . 

2 TANK LIP IF USED MUST TURN OUT AND TANKS MUST BE SO 
DESIGNED TO PREVENT LIP FROM INTERLOCKING WITH 
OTHER CLOSELY SPACED TANKS. IT IS SUGGESTED THAT 
INTERLOCKING BUMPER SHOULD BE A MIN. OF 2" DEPTH 
AND LOCATED SOMEWHERE HORIZONTALLY BETWEEN BASE 
AND UP. ONE METHOD IS ILLUSTRATED 

3. MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION MAY CONSIST OF ANY NON TOXIC 
ITEM WHICH WILL MAINTAIN ACCURACY DURING REASONABLE 
USE OVER A REASONABLE USABLE LIFE . 

4 STACKING 
CONSTRUCTION TO BE SO DESIGNED THAT FULL TANKS 
MAY BE STACKED TWO HIGH WITHOUT INFLUENCING 
TOLERANCE 

ME:ASUREMENT RANGE IS THAT LOCATION IN THE TANK 
BETWEEN 6" MAX FROM THE BOTTOM TO 25 " MIN . FROM 
BOTTOM OF TANK. ___ -------

5 DIMENSIONS, 
(a) STANDARD O. D. LENGTH 47 INCHES 
(b) STANDARD O. D. HEIGHT 33" TO 34" 
(e) INSIDE LENGTH x INSIDE WIDTH' 1728 IN2 AND 

1.00" DEPTH • 1728 IN' OR I FT' WITHIN 
TOLERANCE OF 150 IN' AT ANY POINT WITHIN 
MEASUREMENT RANGE (AS DETERMINED BY A 
CERTIFIED VOLUME OF WATER AT 60°1. 

6 THIS IS A SUGGESTIVE DRAWING TO CONFORM WITH MSUIUS DA 
SPEC . 61136 BUT DOES NOT PREVENT MANUFACTURES USING 
INGENUITY WITHIN SO NAMED SPECIFICATIONS. 

7. THIS DRAWING COMPLEMENTS MSU DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL 
ENGINEE:RING RE:COMME:NDATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF 
STANDARDIZED ME:CHANICALLY HANDLED MEASURING TANK FOR 
THE: FRUIT INDUSTRY AE:IS 247--THIS LATER DOCUMENT 
SHALL DOMINATE. 

8 ONLY TANKS MEETING THE SPECIFICATION NO. 61136 MAY BE SO 
INSCRIBED "STANDARDIZED MEASUREMENT TANK" AND NO OTHER 
TANK LABELING SHALL HAVE SIMILAR INFERENCE 

9. COVERS 
TANK COVERS ARE OPTIONAL . BUT THEY ARE REQUIRED 
WHEN TANKS CONTAINING FRUITS ARE STACKED. 
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TOP VIEW SHOWING APPROXIMATE HOLE 
SPACING IN CONDUCT 

HOLE SPACING SHOULD BE DETERMINED FROM TANK 
DIAGONAL SO THAT EACH HOLE SUPPLIES WATER 
TO AN EQUAL TANK VOLUME . 

LOCATION OF HOLES OR CUTS IN CONDUIT ARCS OF 
HOLES 1 CUTS SHOULD BE EQUAL OR LARGER THAN 
CROSS SECTION OF CONDUCT 

EXAMPLE ' HOLES - USE (10) 1/4" HOLES (TWO 
AT EACH LOCATION) DRILLED ON OPPOSITE SIDES 
OF CONDUIT 

SAW CUT - USE 3/64" WIDE SAW CUT 
HALF WAY THROUGH CONDUIT AT EACH LOCATION 
ON BOTTOM OF CONDUIT. 

FLANGE a TANK THICKNESS 

8 TANK IDENTIFICATION PERMANENTLY 
INSCRIBED IN A CLEAR AND CONSPICIOUS 
MANNER IN UPPER RIGHT HAND CORNER OF 
TWO OPPOSITE SIDES OF H'E 1ANK 

STANDARD MEASUREMENT TANK 
MSUIUSDA SPECIFICATIONS 611-36 
COMPANY NAME 
VOLUME 11.00" DEPTH = 1.00 cu. ft. 
MEASUREMENT RANGE 6" TO 25" 

DATE OF MFG 4/21/69 

'-- ACTUAL SIZE NOT LESS THAN 20 IN 2 AND 
LETTERING NOT LESS THAN 1/4" HIGH 
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FIGURE 1 

equipped with auto-flow valves which will provide 
10 g.p.m. and 2 g. p.m. regardl ess of flu ctuatin g water 
main pressure . A rubber or plastic hose long enough 
to reach the tank is attach ed to each of the outlets. 
These hoses should b e equipped with "quick cou
plings" or a slip-over fit approximately 12 in ch es in 
length to prevent accidental wa ter pressure removal. 
They can b e attach ed to the "L" shap ed pieces of 
slotted conduit throu gh which the "vater flows into 
the tanks ( Fig . 1 ) . Plastic hose may p rove unsatis
factory if it tends to stiffen at temperatures of 50°. 

The driver who brin gs fill ed tanks from the orchard 
to the coolin g stati on takes b ack tanks that are fill ed 
with cold water. The water distribu tion system should 
inchl de an outlet wh ich will enabl e the operator to 
qu ickl y fi ll ou tgoi ng tanks . 

A .3-inch p ipe running down th e center of the 
cooling pad at a height of about seven feet will pro
vide an adcql.wte "main" for the station shown in 
Fig. 2. The well and pump combination should be 
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such that a water pressure of about 20 pounds per 
square inch (p.s.i.) can b e maintained in the main . 
When this is done, % -inch outlets and auto-flow valves 
at each lateral will supply 10 g .p.m. to each of the 
tanks b eing cooled , and 2 g.p .m . to the ones b eing 
h eld. Cooling stations of larger capacity usually re
quire larger mains. 

Growers who are interested in obtain ing detailed 
information ab out the auto-flow valve system should 
contact th eir County Extension Staff or write to the 
Agricultural En gineering Department, Michigan State 
University, E ast Lansing, Michigan. 

WATER DISPOSAL 

Large amounts of water are involved, and the 
disposal problcm should be given consideration before 
the site is chosen. In addition to the purely physical 
problcms, there are health regulations which should 



PRESSURE REGULATED 
SUPPLY OR MANIFOLD 
DIAMETER) 

ONE RLM REFLECTOR WITH 100 
WATT SHATTER PROOF LAMP IN PROTECTED 
SOCKET CENTRALLY LOCATED OVER EACH 
FOUR TANKS (5 REQUIRED) 

GRAVEL OR BLACK TOP AREA FOR 
LIFT TRUCK OPERATION. ALLOW 
20' AND SLOPE AWAY FROM CONCRETE 
PAD. 

SCREENED SUMP PIT USE RE MOIIABLE 
WIRE TRASH BASKET 

CONCRETE COOLING PAD SLO PE 1/8"/ FT 

l
l::E 
DISPOSAL 

-: 3' 
40' --------..j-+ 

I-SLOPE 1/ 4" PER FT. 

20' 

PLOT PLAN LAYOUT 
SCALE I/S" : 1'-0" 

DRAIN TO 
AREA 

SHUTOFF OR AUTO FLOW REGULATED VALIIES 

PIPE SUPPORT SET IN 
CONCRETE BASE . SUPPORT 
SUPPLY LINE AT 12' 
INTERIIALS WITH 2" 
GALVANIZED PIPE . 

STANDARD 

MEASURE MENT 

TANK 

SLO PE 1/4" PER FT. 

FIGURE 2 

S 5 ' OF 3/4" RUBBER OR PLASTIC 
HOSE WITH DETACHABLE COUPLING 
TO WATER DISTRIBUTION PIPE IN 
COOLING TANK. 

STANDARD 
MEASUREMENT 

TANK 

be taken into account. Growers should check the regu
lations with local health authorities . 

The grovver whose maximum needs are about 65 
g.p.m. should provide disposal facilities which will 
carry water away at this rate, even though the system 
wou ld not bc called upon to operate continuously at 
maximum capacity. Total needs should be figured at 
on e-half the maximum rate, or about 35 g.p .m. In this 
case, thc amount of watcr would be 21 thousand gal
lons in a lO-hour day. 

LIGHTING 

Tf the cooling station is to bc used at night, adc
quate lighting should be provided. Flood lights with 
non-breakable, shatter-proof bulbs in reflectors which 
muminate the en tire area are adequate for loading 
and unloading. If sorting is to be done at the station, 
additional light will be needed. In the double-row 
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design , a 100-watt light shou ld b e centraJl y located 
over each group of fOllr tanks (Fig. 2). In the single 
row des ign, a light shou ld be located over each two
tank group. 

OPERATING A COOLING STATION 

The first tank of cherries to arrive at the cooling 
station on any given day, should b e placed so that 
later-arriving tanks can be arranged for easy servicing 
and record-keeping. Arrange them so that the first 
tank in is the first one out. 

As the tanks arrive, the 10 g.p .m. auto-flow valve 
should be turned on. When the tanks have been 
allowed to overflow for a while, the lcaves and trash 
that float to the top should be skimmed-off and placed 
111 containers for Sll bscqu ent disposal. 

Heeorc1 the time that the cooling operation starts. 
Any simple, convenient systcm wi ll do . Time can be 



"chalked" on the tank itself, or recorded on a card 
which stays with the tank until it reaches the process
ing plant. Another method is to use the individual 
tank nurnbers and keep the record on a conveniently 
located clip board. The information regarding each 
tank should accompany the containers when they are 
dispatched to the processing plant. Growers using a 
record-keeping system and maintaining close com
munication with the processing plant have been quite 
successful in moving fruit from their cooling station 
directly into the processing line. 

When the temperature of the tanks has been 
lowered to 60 0 F or less (as d etermined by a good 
immersion thermometer) , the flow of water should be 
directed through the 2 g.p.m. auto-flow valve. Water 
should not b e shut off until the tanks are ready to be 
moved to the plant. 

Before the tanks are removed from the pad for 
transport, water should be lowered in the tank to a 
point 2 inches above the cherries. A tank cover should 
be applied to prevent sloshing and loss of product 
during transport. 

Cherry growers who provide themselves with good 
cooling facilities, and operate them properly, will help 
maintain the fruit quality which increases both de
mand and profits. 

PRESERVING FRUIT QUALITY 

Research and obseli;vations over the past few years 
point to three basic factors affecting the preservation 
of fruit quality. These are: 

1. Dcsign characteristics of the mechanical har
vester. 

2. Ability and attitude of the operator ( s). 

3. Post-harves t handling, cooling and processing 
techniques. 

This data has served as a basis for developing 
gu idelines for a harvesting, handling and cooling sys
tem that will preserve oll-the-tree quality of the fruit. 
It is clear that mechanical harvesters and water
handling systems complement cach other. Further
more, reduced post-harvcst bruise, and reduced scald 
development with consequent improvcmcnt in quality 
levels arc only possible if proper handling and cooling 
techniqu es arc used. These techniques include: 

1. Harvesting fruit in pallet tanks containing 48 
to 54 ° F water. 

2. ~Iinimizing or eliminating time periods when 
fruit is in water above 60 " F. 

3. Cooling fruit to below 60 ° F as quickly as pos
sible after harvest. 
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TABLE l-Effect of Temperature and Delay on Scold 
of Tort Cherries ':: 

Holding 
Treatment 
of Cherries 

(water temp.) 

40°F 
50°F 
60°F 
77°F 
90°F 

':'Canner/Packer July, 1967. 

Percent of Total with Scald 

After 6 hrs. After 24 hrs. 

4 
3 14 

5.5 23 
18 39 

50 

4. Soaking properly harvested fruit from 6 to 8 
hours before processing. ( Excessive bruise 
levels may require undesirable soak-periods of 
12 hours or more.) 

5. Reducing amount of rehandling after harvest. 

Handling tart cherries in cold water is a method 
for minimizing rebruising and the appearance of scald 
resulting from bruising and rebruising. Table 1 shows 
the effect of water temperature and soaking time on 
scalding. Note the increase in scald as soak time in
creases from 6 to 24 hours and, also, as water tem
perature increases from 40 0 F to 90 0 F. 

Immediately after the orchard tank has been filled, 
the tank should be moved to the cooling pad. ';Vater 
placed in an orchard tank at 50 0 F will be warmed 
up by the surrounding air and by the warmer fruit 
being conveyed into the tank. The use of ice to cool 
the water in the tank is only justified if there is a good 
chance that the water will reach 60 0 F, which might 
occur with a long hauling distance or machine break
down. Adding ice, which is allowed to float in the 
tank, will only cause more bruising. Ice should be 
held in the tank corners with protective screening 
material. 

The importance of moving harvested fruit to the 
cooling pad quickly is illustrated by the data in 
Table 2. As the cooling delay increases from zero to 
four hours, the presence of scald at processing time 
becomes more pronounced. An adequate handling 
system, a centrally-located cooling station and a con
scientious harvesting crew are the best assurance that 
fruit is cooled quickly. vVhen harvesting is delayed 
or interrupted for one-half hour, or operations are 
slow, partially fill ed tanks should be moved directly 
to the cooling station. 

When fruit is delivered to the cooling station, 
immediate circulation of 10 g.p.m. of 50 ° F water is 
recommcnded to flush warm water and trash from 
the tank. Although most trash should be skimmed out 
of the orchard tank during filling in the orchard, addi
tional trash can be removed from the tank if care is 
used to minimize the agitation of fruit. After the tank 
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TABLE 2- Qual ity-Post-harvest Cooling Effect':: 

Cooling Delay After Harvest (Hours) 

o 2 4 

TEST Scald Appa rent in Fruit (Percent ) 

A 0 1 9 
B 0 7 32 
C 3 29 46 
D 0 34 
E 0 8 36 
F 0 10 18 

Average 0.5 11.0 29.2 

:::Unpubli shed U.S.D.A . Research Data . 

TABLE 3-Quality-Post-harvest Handling Effece: 

Bruise 
at 

o hr. 
o hr. 
o hr. 
o hr. 

Rebru ise Scald at Yield Pitted Approximate 
at Process ing Loss Yield Grade 

- - - - - Percent - - - - -

None 0 -0.5 85.6 A 
3 hr. 34 -5.3 80.2 C 
3 & 6 hr. 76 -7.9 77.2 Substandard 
3,6, & 24 hr. 74 -8.6 74.0 Substandard 

':: Michigan State Horticultural Soci ety Annual Report, 94 :83-87 May,65 . 

TABLE 4-Quality-Effect of Post-harvest Bruise ':: 

Percent Scald 
Pla nt Before Unloading Afte r Unloading 

A 13.7 34.6 
B 13.8 22.4 
C 16.0 34.3 
D 16.5 33 .8 

Ave rage 15.0 32.0 

": Mi chig an Sta te Hort icultural Society Annu a l Report 94 :83-84 May, 65 . 

water has cooled down to incoming water t empera
ture, water flow can b e reduced to a level sufficien t to 
maintain this inlet temperature, usually 2 g.p.m. 

Research has proven that the development and 
appearance of scald is more evident with frui t that is 
rebruised during the handling operation. Rebruising 
can occur from severe agitation within the tank, from 
severe handling and movement of the tank itself, or 
any time the contents of the tank are dumped from 
one con tain er to another. Elimination of dumping is 
one of the advantagcs of volume buying and sale of 
cherries in Standardized Measurement Tanks. 

Table 3 shows the effect of various levels of re
bruising after an initial harvest bruise (at 0 hours ). 
Note that there is no scald and virtually no change in 
weight with only an initial bruise at 0 hours. But , as 
successive steps of rebruising occur, scald and weight 
losses increase quickly while p itted yield and grade 
decrease quite rapidly. 

This same effect of rebruising is noted in Table 4, 
which shows the effect of an unloading operation at 
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Fighre 3:"'-The effect of careful handling procedures on 
(.ruit fi rfnnesshnd yield during soaking. (Note that 
when firmness is sutRcient for pitting, product yield 
is near the maximum of 83 percent.) 
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Figure 4-The effect of careless and severe handling pro
cedures on fruit fi rmness and yield during soaking. 
( Note that when firmness is sufficient for pitting, 
product yield has been reduced to about 78 percent.) 
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Figure 5- The effect of length of soak on product yield 
and fruit color. As soak periods are lengthened, yield 
and color losses result for both growers and processors. 



processing t ime, performed prior to a soak-period. An 
extended soaking p eriod is often necessary to regain 
firmness for pitting following excessive rehandling. 
The extended soaking can cause increases in scald, 
undesirable appearance and product weight and 
volume losses. 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this effect by exammmg 
fruit firmn ess as affected by gentle and severe handling 
operations. As severity of the handling operation in
creases (in the orchard, at the cooling station, or at 
the processing plant), length of soak required to 
achieve desired fruit firmness for effective mechanical 
pit removal also increases . This additional length of 
soak results in yield and color losses through leaching, 
Fig. 5. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the reasons for interest 
in volume measurement is to minimize rehandling. 
Present purchase agreements by weight require sev
eral rehandling operations b etween the time of ex
change and processing time. Volume purchase, using 
a standardized measurement tank, eliminates several 

rehandling operations, reduces soak p eriods , and im
proves frui t quality by shortening product Row from 
the tree to the processing line. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

There must be a thorough understanding that tart 
cherries harvested into water are a virtual "time
bomb." Once into the water, there is only a certain 
period of time available to process the product without 
undesirable physiological activity occurring. Growers 
and equipment operators must be as aware of this as 
processors in order to keep a smooth, even How of 
fruit passing from the orchard throu gh the processing 
plant. Practices and procedures, followed by growers 
and processors, that tend to shorten the time period 
from harvest to processing, are desirable. 

The development of a proper and adequate har
vesting system and ability to use it properly will allow 
all persons within the industry to maximize profits and 
produce highly respectable products. 
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